Junior Handler titles earned in Companion Events 2008

January

Novice Agility (NA) titles earned:
Yancey York

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (NAJ) titles earned:
Caitlin Ann Varhalla
Yancey York

Novice Agility Preferred (NAP) titles earned:
Cara Stitt
Katie Madison

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (NJP) titles earned:
Morgan Patterson
Katie Madison

Open Agility (OA) titles earned:
Melissa Kempin

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (OAJ) titles earned:
Miranda Bozzo
Melissa Kempin

Open Agility Preferred (OAP) titles earned:
Erin Elisabeth Jones

Excellent Agility (AX) titles earned:
Casey Evans
Cheryl Nagille
Melissa Kempin

Excellent Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (AXJ) titles earned:
Deborah Jean Bates
Jeffrey A Bennett

Master Excellent Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (MJP3) titles earned:
Daniel Houg
Open FAST (OF) titles earned:
Shannon Houg
Melinda Pope

Excellent FAST (XF) titles earned:
Krystin Chester

Rally Novice (RN) titles earned:
Mikaela Kane
Ashton Ginther
Shelbylynne Enke
Lauren Alexandra Moore
Christian Gilden

Rally Advanced (RA) titles earned:
Mara Paddock

Master Bronze Agility (MXB) titles earned:
Caitlin Ann Varhalla

February

Companion Dog (CD) titles earned:
Alison Broome
Emilie M Elfrink
Dianna Krajsa

Novice Agility (NA) titles earned:
Amanda Causey
Max Latifi
Lisa K Bennett

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (NAJ) titles earned:
Amanda Causey

Novice Agility Preferred (NAP) titles earned:
Brenna Moss
Katie Harbaugh
Excellent Agility (AX) titles earned:
Jessica F Fowler

Excellent Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (AXJ) titles earned:
Paige Herrigstad
Taryn Bachman

Master Excellent Jumpers w/Weaves (MXJ) titles earned:
Colleen Jackson
Amanda Prince
Yancey York

Novice FAST Preferred (NFP) titles earned:
Erica Escalada

Open FAST (OF) titles earned:
Melissa Kempin

Rally Novice (RN) titles earned:
Morgan Paschal
Blythe Palsgrove
Kristopher A Palsgrove
Kelsey Morgan Darnell

Rally Excellent (RE) titles earned:
Brianne Farr
Tasha E Reams

Master Bronze Jumpers with Weaves (MJB) titles earned:
Shannon Houg

March

Companion Dog (CD) titles earned:
Whitney Blackburn
Staci Spears
Hollis Owens
Brianne Farr

Companion Dog Excellent (CDX) titles earned:
Katie Sweeney
Megan Nafe
Novice Agility (NA) titles earned:
Breana A Franke
Courtney Taylor Kinion
Jennifer Kriegel

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (NAJ) titles earned:
Hollis Owens
Katherine L Lirette
Nicholas Kisley
Lindsay Edwards
Katherine Ostiguy
Elizabeth Suzanne Hassing

Novice Agility Preferred (NAP) titles earned:
Patrick Sherman
Mikaela Kane
Amy Hubbell
Isabelle Cortez

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (NJP) titles earned:
Tom Eldredge
Amy Hubbell

Open Agility (OA) titles earned:
Miranda Bozzo
Jason Heard

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (OAJ) titles earned:
Haley Ducote

Open Agility Preferred (OAP) titles earned:
Anna Gigstad

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (OJP) titles earned:
Megan Settles
Katie Madison
Erin Elisabeth Jones

Excellent Agility (AX) titles earned:
Melissa Kempin
Excellent Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (AXJ) titles earned:
Casey Evans
Joseph Hall
Alaina M Copeland
Melissa Kempin

Master Excellent (MX) titles earned:
Sidney Madsen
Whitney Blackburn

Open FAST (OF) titles earned:
Shelby R Fitch
Jennifer Kriegel

Excellent FAST (XF) titles earned:
Melinda Pope

Preferred Agility Champion (PACH) titles earned:
Zachary Gulaboff-Davis

Rally Novice (RN) titles earned:
Chelsey Dial
Amy Nisonger
Aleesha Grove
Zachary Gulaboff-Davis
Nicole Gray

Rally Advanced (RA) titles earned:
Andrea Albin
Lauren Heun
Austin Priest
Whitney M Schutt

Master Bronze Agility Preferred (MXPB) titles earned;
Daniel Houg

April

Companion Dog (CD) titles earned:
Rebecca Vacha
Companion Dog Excellent (CDX) titles earned:
Sidney Madsen
Maci Hass

Novice Agility (NA) titles earned:
William Zachary Freedman
Kassidee Starling
Robert Weber
Katherine Ostiguy

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (NAJ) titles earned:
Kassidee Starling
Robert Weber
Chelsea Alwell

Novice Agility Preferred (NAP) titles earned:
Alixandra Smith

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (NJP) titles earned:
Tom Eldredge

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (OAJ) titles earned:
Merisa D Stoner
Maci Hass

Excellent Agility (AX) titles earned:
Alaina M Copeland

Master Excellent Jumpers w/Weaves (MXJ) titles earned:
Leigh Pepper

Master Excellent Preferred (MXP3) titles earned:
Daniel Houg

Master Excellent Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (MJP3) titles earned:
Zachary Gulaboff-Davis

Master Agility Champion 2 (MACH2)
Stefanie Rainer

Novice FAST (NF) titles earned:
Miss Kate Eldredge
Novice FAST Preferred (NFP) titles earned:
Alixandra Smith

Rally Novice (RN) titles earned:
Jennifer Williams
Hannah Jenlink
Colston Couch
Kaitlyn Scripko
Jenna A. McMullins
Dusty K. Berthold

Rally Advanced (RA) titles earned:
Rachael M Gritz
Tasha E Reams
Caitlyn Darnell

Master Bronze Agility (MXB) titles earned:
Shannon Houg

May

Companion Dog (CD) titles earned:
April E. Meier
Zachary Gulaboff-Davis

Novice Agility (NA) titles earned:
Halee D. Mason
Claire Bonnsteller
Julia Sara Frebault
Sara M. Cushing
Colleen Jackson
Alexa Goulet

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (NAJ) titles earned:
Chelsea Crawford
Halee D. Mason
Sara M. Cushing
Colleen Jackson
Spencer Hopps
Carmen Haines
Novice Agility Preferred (NAP) titles earned:
Tom Eldredge
MacKenzie Krason

Open Agility (OA) titles earned:
Miss Krystin Chester
Halee D. Mason

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (OAJ) titles earned:
Paige Herrigstad

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (OJP) titles earned:
Tom Eldredge
Morgan Patterson

Excellent Agility (AX) titles earned:
Taryn Bachman

Excellent Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (AXJ) titles earned:
Spencer Hopps

Master Excellent (MX) titles earned:
Stefanie Rainer
Marissa Knowles

Master Excellent Jumpers w/Weaves (MXJ) titles earned:
Nicole Spicuzza

Novice FAST (NF) titles earned:
Halee D. Mason

Open FAST (OF) titles earned:
Halee D. Mason
Abigail Beasley

Excellent FAST (XF) titles earned:
Lauren Blackson
Rally Novice (RN) titles earned:
Kelsey Morgan Darnell
Nicole Gray
Shea Jonsrud
Mary Schroeder
Rachel Fessenden
Katelyn Welch
Haley Roddy

Rally Advanced (RA) titles earned:
Zachary Gulaboff-Davis
Amy Hutchings
Taylor Ault
Mikaela Kane

Master Bronze Agility (MXB) titles earned:
Yancey York

June

Companion Dog (CD) titles earned:
Tasha E Reams

Novice Agility (NA) titles earned:
Miss Kate Eldredge

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (NAJ) titles earned:
Patrick Sherman
Lisa K Bennett

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (NJP) titles earned:
MacKenzie Krason

Open Agility (OA) titles earned:
Merisa D. Stoner
Alexa Goulet

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (OAJ) titles earned:
Chelsea Atwell
Frederick Haberman
Halee D Mason
Kathleen Oswald

Excellent Agility (AX) titles earned:
Patrick Sherman

Excellent Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (AXJ) titles earned:
Miss Krystin Chester
Katie Johnson

Excellent A Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (AJP) titles earned:
Chelsea Crawford

Master Excellent (MX) titles earned:
Marissa Knowles
Kaitlyn E Dreese
Nicole Spicuzza

Master Excellent Preferred (MXP3) titles earned:
Zachary Gulaboff-Davis

Novice FAST (NF) titles earned:
Jessica Crawford

Open FAST (OF) titles earned:
Abigail Beasley
Leigh Peper

Excellent FAST (XF) titles earned:
Kaitlyn E Dreese

Rally Novice (RN) titles earned:
Nicole Belle Gile
Indira Raub
Kayla Cochran
Yancey York
Tasha E Reams

Rally Excellent (RE) titles earned:
Zachary Gulaboff-Davis
Tasha E Reams
Rally Advanced (RA) titles earned:
Rachel DeVos
Jennifer Kriegel

Master Silver Jumpers with Weaves (MJS) titles earned:
Jeanna Kramer

July

Companion Dog (CD) titles earned:
Lauren Bradley

Companion Dog Excellent (CDX) titles earned:
Andi Bolstad

Novice Agility (NA) titles earned:
Shelby R Fitch
Halle Raye Davalos

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (NAJ) titles earned:
Adrianne Elaine Belger
Patrick Sherman
Jennifer L Iken

Novice Agility Preferred (NAP) titles earned:
Hannah Brannon

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (NJP) titles earned:
Hannah Brannon
Gabrielle Roberts
Sarah Castle

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (OAJ) titles earned:
Lindsey Pabst

Excellent Agility (AX) titles earned:
Miss Krystin Chester
Excellent Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (AXJ) titles earned: 
Jennifer Kriegel

Master Excellent Jumpers w/Weaves (MXJ) titles earned: 
Rebecca Weseloh

Master Excellent Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (MJP5) titles earned 
Daniel Houg

Novice FAST (NF) titles earned: 
Robert Weber

Open FAST (OF) titles earned: 
Miss Aubrie Lynn Dahle

Rally Novice (RN) titles earned: 
Rachael K Oster 
Julie K Tully 
Alison Broome 
Angela M McGovern 
Lauren Bradley 
Joan Erwert 
Merisa Stoner

Master Bronze Agility (MXB) titles earned: 
Lauren Blackson

Master Silver Jumpers with Weaves Preferred (MJPS) titles earned: 
Daniel Houg

August

Companion Dog (CD) titles earned: 
Brittany M Landers 
Katherine Ostiguy

Companion Dog Excellent (CDX) titles earned: 
Emily Gregg
Novice Agility (NA) titles earned:
   Bethanny Danskin

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (NAJ) titles earned:
   Alexa Goulet
   Talia Rose Richardson
   Jennifer Iken

Novice Agility Preferred (NAP) titles earned:
   Bethanny Danskin
   Christopher Davidson

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (NJP) titles earned:
   Bethanny Danskin

Open Agility (OA) titles earned:
   Courtney Hamilton
   Kayla Brooke Wieland

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (OAJ) titles earned:
   Miss Kate Eldredge
   Courtney Hamilton
   Yancey York

Excellent Agility (AX) titles earned:
   Kaitlyn Taddie
   Megan Diann Foster
   Stacie Leist

Excellent Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (AXJ) titles earned:
   Miss Kate Eldredge

Novice FAST (NF) titles earned:
   Tom Eldredge
   Ethan Sellon
   Alexa Goulet

Open FAST (OF) titles earned:
   Kaitlyn E Dreese

Open FAST Preferred (OFP) titles earned:
   Miss Kate Eldredge
Rally Novice (RN) titles earned:
Chelsea Pike
Shannon Houg
Alissa Cable
Brianne Farr
Joan Erwert

Rally Excellent (RE) titles earned:
Rachel DeVos
Adrianne Elaine Belger

Rally Advanced (RA) titles earned:
Tasha E Reams
Kayla Renee Wilczek

Master Bronze Jumpers with Weaves (MJB) titles earned:
Yancey York

Master Silver Jumpers with Weaves (MJS) titles earned:
Caitlin Ann Varhalla
Shannon Houg

September

Companion Dog (CD) titles earned:
Jennifer Kriegel
Mariah Moss
Katie Barnett
Ashley Neil

Companion Dog Excellent (CDX) titles earned:
Annabel Thomas

Novice Agility (NA) titles earned:
Ethan Sellon
Christin Swetnam
Kelly Quist
Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (NAJ) titles earned:
Julia Sara Frebault
Hannah L Montgomery

Novice Agility Preferred (NAP) titles earned:
Gabrielle Roberts

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (NJP) titles earned:
Courtney Renee Hall

Open Agility (OA) titles earned:
Caitlin Ann Varhalla
Jennifer Kriegel
Lisa K Bennett

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (OAJ) titles earned:
Nichole Webert

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (OJP) titles earned:
Nichole Webert

Excellent Agility (AX) titles earned:
Meghan Frankland

Master Excellent Jumpers w/Weaves (MXJ) titles earned:
Patrick Sherman

Master Excellent Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (MJP4) titles earned:
Zachary Gulaboff-Davis

Novice FAST (NF) titles earned:
Lindsey Pabst
Mallorie Morse

Novice FAST Preferred (NFP) titles earned:
Andrea Albin
MacKenzie Krason

Open FAST (OF) titles earned:
Nikki S Schmidt

Rally Novice (RN) titles earned:
Jenny Fingland
Rally Excellent (RE) titles earned:
Lauren Heun

Rally Advanced (RA) titles earned:
Carol Thompson
Britney Mazzer
Kayla Gannon

Master Silver Agility (MXS) titles earned:
Miss Krystin Chester

October

Companion Dog (CD) titles earned:
Anna Schneider

Companion Dog Excellent (CDX) titles earned:
Tasha E Reams

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (NAJ) titles earned:
Ethan Sellon

Novice Agility Preferred (NAP) titles earned:
Danielle Wagner

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (NJP) titles earned:
Danielle Wagner

Open Agility (OA) titles earned:
Maegan Murphy

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (OJP) titles earned:
Alixandra Smith

Excellent FAST (XF) titles earned:
Shannon Houg
Rally Excellent (RE) titles earned:
Tasha E Reams

Master Silver Agility (MXS) titles earned:
Jeanna Kramer

**November**

Companion Dog (CD) titles earned:
Anna Vandegrift

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (NAJ) titles earned:
Tess Bischoping
Helen Bavin
Brittany C Sanchez

Open Agility (OA) titles earned:
Carolyn Rolfes

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (OAJ) titles earned:
Robert Weber

Excellent Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (AXJ) titles earned:
Jessica Crawford

Master Bronze Jumpers with Weaves (MJB) titles earned:
Amanda Prince

**December**

Novice Agility (NA) titles earned:
Meagan Finlay
Teresa Ruedy
Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (NAJ) titles earned:
Zachary Gulaboff-Davis
Abby Peach

Novice Agility Preferred (NAP) titles earned:
Natalie E Spinsby

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (OAJ) titles earned:
Nikki S Schmidt

Rally Novice (RN) titles earned:
Emma Roderick
Tristan Wilson
Miss Taylor Michelle Barnes

Rally Advanced (RA) titles earned:
Rachel Grant

Rally Advanced Excellent (RAE) titles earned:
Zachary Gulaboff-Davis